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Abstract: 11 
High flexibility of offshore wind turbines (OWTs) makes them vulnerable to excessive vibrations. This paper 12 
studies vibration control of offshore wind turbines induced by multi-hazard excitations. A model consisting of 13 
entire offshore wind turbine foundation and tower controlled by tuned liquid column dampers (TLCD) considering 14 
nonlinear soil pile interaction is established. The model is subjected to wave, wind, and seismic loading. The 15 
effect of severity of earthquake on the performance of the structural control device is investigated. A fragility 16 
analysis based on acceleration capacity thresholds is performed to estimate reliability improvement using the 17 
structural control devices. The fitted fragility functions based on multiple stripes analysis are constructed and 18 
compared with the empirical cumulative distribution curves. The results suggest that the use of an optimal TLCD 19 
with a mass ratio of 2.5% reduces the fragility of the system by as much as 6% and 12% for operational and parked 20 
conditions, respectively.  21 
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1. INTRODUCTION 24 
With a constantly increasing demand for energy and a higher level of public environmental concerns over 25 
conventional energy sources, wind energy has become the key part of renewable energy. Offshore wind energy is 26 
also becoming more popular due to steady and high wind speed, and less visual impact. However, offshore wind 27 
turbines are subjected to highly dynamic loading including wind, wave, current, and excitations due to frequency 28 
of turbine itself in conjunction with seismic loading in places vulnerable to earthquake events such as New 29 
Zealand, Japan, China, and USA. High flexibility and slenderness of offshore wind turbine foundations, especially 30 
monopiles, induced by the mentioned simultaneous loadings result in excessive vibrations and consequently high 31 
fatigue damage and serviceability issues. Therefore, these excessive vibrations need to be minimized to ensure 32 
the safety of these structures during their foreseen lifetime (20-25 years). 33 
 34 
One practical approach is to utilize structural control devices developed in the civil engineering field. Three main 35 
structural control systems such as active, passive, and semi-active have been used for a number of structures [1]. 36 
Passive control systems can minimize vibrations without employing force devices, complex sensors, and 37 
instrumental equipment.  There are various damping devices such as tuned mass dampers, tuned liquid dampers, 38 
and fluid dampers. Tuned mass dampers (TMDs) have been implemented in tall buildings, towers and bridges and 39 
its effectiveness during earthquake ground motions has been well proved. Due to the simplicity of TMDs, they 40 
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have been popular in the wind industry and there have been a number of studies focusing on wind turbine tower 1 
using TMD [2-6]. Stewart and Lackner [4] examined the impact of passive tuned mass dampers considering wind-2 
wave misalignment on offshore wind turbine loads for monopile foundation. The results demonstrated that TMDs 3 
are effective in damage reduction of towers, especially in side-side directions. Stewart and Lackner [5] in another 4 
study investigated the effectiveness of TMD systems for four different types of platforms including monopile, 5 
barge, spar buoy, and tension-leg and they observed tower fatigue damage reductions of up to 20% for various 6 
TMD configurations. There have also been some investigations on the impact of TMDs on wind turbine blades 7 
[7-9]. Fitzgerald and Basu [7] studied the use of active tuned mass dampers to control in-plane vibrations of wind 8 
turbine blades and demonstrated promising results, especially for high turbulent loadings. Multiple tuned mass 9 
dampers (MTMD) was proposed to improve the effectiveness of vibration control system [10]. Dinh and Basu 10 
[10] investigated the use of MTMDs for structural control of nacelle and tower of spar floating wind turbines and 11 
concluded that MTMDs are more effective in displacement reductions. Haoran et al. [11] proposed MTMDs to 12 
control excessive vibrations excited by higher modes of offshore wind turbine tower under multi-hazard and 13 
concluded that installing the control devices along the tower improves the performance of the system. More 14 
recently, Sun [12] investigated implementation of semi-active TMDs for mitigating dynamic response of an 15 
offshore wind turbine considering damage development due to earthquake motions. Cao and Li [13] proposed an 16 
integrated system as tuned tandem mass dampers-inerters (TTMDI) for reducing structural excitations and 17 
compared with the multiple tuned mass dampers. They concluded that this system is superior due to its broadband 18 
characteristics. Li and Qu [14] studied the application of multiple tuned mass dampers (MTMDs) for mitigating 19 
both translational and torsional responses of the structures subject to ground motions. They demonstrated the 20 
robustness of MTMDs for the case of torsional response of asymmetric structures. Jangid [15] investigated the 21 
performance of multiple tuned mass dampers (MTMD) in reducing dynamic response of structures under base 22 
excitations in a parametric study and he concluded that MTMD systems can be a more robust than a single TMD 23 
with similar properties. Jangid [16] proposed optimum parameters of multiple tuned mass dampers (MTMDs) for 24 
undamped systems under base excitations. Jangir [16] used a numerical searching technique to find explicit 25 
formula which can be used for design purposes. 26 
Tuned Liquid Column Dampers (TLCDs) are another popular vibration control system that has been used in civil 27 
engineering due to its easier maintenance requirements and lower costs. They have been used to mitigate wind-28 
induced motion of high rise buildings [17]. The effectiveness of TLCDs in structural control of wind energy has 29 
been studied by a number of researchers [18-22]. Ghaemmaghami et al. [18] concluded that tuned liquid dampers 30 
are effective for small amplitude excitations. Cowell and Basu [19] studied effects of TLCD on offshore wind 31 
turbine systems to suppress the excessive vibrations and found that TLCD can minimize vibrations up to 55% of 32 
peak responses of OWTs compared to the uncontrolled system. There have also been studies on the effectiveness 33 
of TLCD on vibration suppression of wind turbine blades that achieved improved results [20, 21]. Mensah and 34 
Dueñas-Osorio [22] investigated reliability improvement of an onshore wind turbine equipped with TLCDs under 35 
only wind-induced excitations and their results show a considerable reduction in displacement and bending 36 
moment in the tower. Although their findings are comprehensive, their work is limited to onshore wind turbines 37 
and a study focusing on reliability improvements of offshore wind turbines offered by structural control devices 38 
is needed as offshore wind turbines face larger environmental loadings and consequently lower reliability levels. 39 
Furthermore, their work is limited to reliability analysis for only wind and wave loading for places located with 40 
low risk of earthquake events in which the seismic loading can be ignored in the reliability analysis. However, 41 
more wind turbines are being installed in earthquake-prone places and including seismic excitations in the 42 
structural analysis of wind turbines is becoming more necessary. Matteo et al [23] proposed a model for tuned 43 
liquid column dampers (TLCDs) based on fractional formulation in time and frequency domains which was 44 
validated by experiments. Matteo et al [24] formulated optimal TLCD parameters using the numerical Monte 45 
Carlo simulation for design purposes. Coudurier et al [25] studied application of tuned liquid multi-column 46 
dampers for floating wind turbines and proved that that these devices are robust for floating wind turbines in the 47 
event of wave incidents. Buckley et al [26]investigated the potential of a Tuned Liquid Column Damper (TLCD) 48 
to mitigate excessive vibrations of a wind turbine tower with different soil pile interaction properties. They used 49 
scaled laboratory experiments to validate the model and then investigated the performance of these devices under 50 
various loading conditions. 51 
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Due to the fact that the wind farms developed in the last two decades were located in the places where earthquake 1 
events rarely occur, few studies considering seismic loading have been performed. Prowell et al.  [27, 28] and 2 
Zhao et al. [29, 30] studied the behavior of onshore wind turbines under seismic excitations using nonlinear time 3 
domain simulations based on multi-body dynamic formulations. Prowell et al. [27, 28] claimed that seismic 4 
bending moment demand at the base of the tower is considerably above the demand from other extreme events 5 
such as extreme wind under various operational and non-operational conditions and the seismic design 6 
consideration may be a design driving factor for large wind turbines. Zhao et al. [29, 30] concluded that force and 7 
bending moment at the base of the structure are highly affected by even weak seismic excitations especially in the 8 
side-side direction where aerodynamic loading is lacking.  9 
There have been two main approaches regarding seismic hazards in wind turbines: deterministic and probabilistic. 10 
Bazeos et al. [31] performed both deterministic and probabilistic analyses for wind turbines subjected to seismic 11 
loading and observed similar results for two analysis methods. Witcher [32] conducted time domain simulation 12 
for wind turbines considering full aeroelasticity of GH Bladed wind turbine simulation package. Song et al. [33] 13 
concluded that the inclusion of the earthquake ground motions for the reliability of a wind turbine is necessary. In 14 
addition, Alati et al. [34] investigated the impact of seismic motion on tripod and jacket foundations for offshore 15 
wind turbines considering operational conditions. They confirmed the fact that the seismic design load is the 16 
dominating design driver. Jin et al. [35] studied the seismic behavior of wind turbines using an integrated multi-17 
body system and concluded that the power production is threatened even for the case of inflicted structural 18 
detriment. With regard to the probabilistic approach for seismic loading, fewer studies can be found. Nuta et al. 19 
[36] conducted a research on probabilistic assessment of seismic induced wind turbines using an incremental 20 
dynamic analysis procedure (IDA) and generated probabilistic estimations for various Damage Stages (DS). 21 
Furthermore, Mardfekri and Gardoni [37] developed a probabilistic model under the multi-hazard condition of 22 
offshore wind turbine and analyzed the reliability of the wind turbines. This study covered a wide range of 23 
structural characteristics for the operational wind turbine using the annual occurrence probability of the hazards 24 
and claimed that actual probability of failure is higher than target safety recommended by standards. Kim et al. 25 
[38] investigated the responses of the NREL 5MW wind turbine on a monopile under real and artificial seismic 26 
excitation using a simplified lumped mass model including nonlinear springs representing soil-pile interaction. 27 
They proposed that the fragility curves for various peak ground accelerations (PGAs) can be constructed by static 28 
pushover analysis. The fragility analyses performed in the previous studies were mostly based on conventional 29 
methods. Baker [39] investigated the effectiveness of various methods for fragility analysis under seismic loading 30 
based on drift threshold for general structures and showed that multiple stripe analysis produces more efficient 31 
fragility functions compared to other conventional methods. However, the applicability of this method for offshore 32 
wind turbines under multi-hazard condition should be investigated. 33 
To fill aforementioned gaps, the present study investigates the structural control of the offshore wind turbines 34 
under multi-hazard conditions considering nonlinear soil pile interaction and a fragility analysis is performed for 35 
the model and reliability improvement is discussed. Tuned liquid column dampers are considered as the structural 36 
control device in this study because it can be installed not only in the nacelle but also in various elevations of the 37 
tower and also it requires a lower level of maintenance. The novelty of this study can be explained in two parts. 38 
On one hand, the structural dynamic responses such as displacement and base forces are investigated for the 39 
offshore wind turbine modeled as multi-degrees of freedom considering nonlinear soil pile interaction and 40 
equipped with the optimal structural control device. Wind, wave, seismic and gravity loadings are incorporated 41 
into the model. On the other hand, a fragility analysis based on the acceleration threshold is constructed for the 42 
controlled and uncontrolled systems in order to estimate the reliability improvement offered by the structural 43 
control devices. To perform a more robust fragility analysis, an optimized method of fragility analysis named 44 
multiple striped analysis is used that has not been utilized for offshore wind turbine systems.  45 
This paper is organized into five sections. In section 2, the numerical model of the system including tuned liquid 46 
column dampers, the wind turbine, and soil pile interaction is presented. Section 3 defines the excitation sources 47 
including wind, wave, and earthquake. The numerical results and discussions are presented in section 4 and 48 
conclusions are made in section 5.  49 
 50 
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2. NUMERICAL MODEL 1 
 2 
The equation of motion of a three-dimensional monopile wind turbine model equipped with TLCDs is established 3 
and solved using nonlinear Newmark method [40]. Details of the equation of the motion, wind turbine model, and 4 
soil-pile interaction are presented in the following sections.  5 
 6 
2.1 Tuned Liquid Column Dampers 7 
 8 
TLCDs are composed of a U-shaped tube that is partially filled with liquid and dissipate vibration energy using 9 
the oscillation of the liquid between two columns. This oscillation of the liquid enables the system to re-establish 10 
equilibrium and dampen out the vibration. Fig. 1 shows a schematic configuration of a TLCD attached to the main 11 
structure.   12 
 13 
 14 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram (a) turbine (b) tuned liquid column damper 15 
 16 
Two major assumptions are used to derive dynamic equations of TLCDs: (1) the liquid is incompressible and no 17 
pressure is created due to the oscillation of the liquid in the tube, (2) the sloshing of the liquid surface may be 18 
ignored as it is negligible compared to the sloshing of the whole body of water. The equation of motion of a U-19 
shaped pipe attached to a structure for controlling vibrations of the structure was developed by [17] and can be 20 
described as:  21 
1
2
2
d T L L L L
A L u A u u Agu ABu                                                                                                                                     (1) 22 
where  is the density of the fluid, 
d
A is the cross-sectional area of the tube, B is the horizontal distance between 23 
two columns, g  is the acceleration due to gravity, Lu is the change in the elevation of the liquid inside the columns 24 
and u is the horizontal deflection at the base of TLCD where it is attached to the OWT systems that can be located 25 
in nacelle, tower or transition piece. The overdot denotes differentiation with respect to time.   is the non-linear 26 
coefficient of head loss which is dependent on the opening ratio of the orifice   (ratio of the diameter of the 27 
orifice to the diameter of the horizontal tube).   can be calculated from the empirical formula developed from 28 
experimental results [41]:  29 
 30 
26.11.0 )1()1.26.0(                                                                                                                                                               (2) 31 
                                           32 
Eq. (1) can be rewritten by dividing with the mass of the liquid as 33 
2
2
L L L Lu u u u u
L

                                                                                                                                                      (3) 34 
in which  2TL B H   is the total length of the tube, / TB L   is the ratio of horizontal length to the total length, 35 
2 /
L T
g L  is the natural circular frequency of the TLCD. 36 
  37 
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The equation of motion of the main structure with n-degrees of freedom attached to the TLCD can be expressed 1 
as: 2 
 3 
( )
s s s L TM X C X K X P t ABu R AL uR                                                                                                                                     (4) 4 
 5 
in which  
1 2
T
, , ...,
n
X x x x  is the horizontal displacement vector of the main structure, and  
T
1, 0, ..., 0R  is a 6 
constant vector. 
s
K ,
s
M , and
s
C  are the n-dimensional stiffness, mass, and damping matrices of the main structure, 7 
respectively. ( )P t is an n-dimensional vector of external force applied to the main structure.                                                                                                                                                8 
The tuned liquid column damper is tuned to the first natural frequency of the system by tuning ratio 
L s
     9 
which is controlled by the mass ratio 
TLCD s
m m  . 
L
  and s are the system frequency of the TLCD and natural 10 
frequency of the main structure, respectively. 
TLCD
m and 
s
m are the mass of TLCD and the mass of the main 11 
structure, respectively. 12 
 13 
The arrangement of the baseline TLCD for this study is a TLCD with a mass ratio of 2.5% located in the nacelle. 14 
The type of the liquid is selected as water, resulting in a need for 22.675 m3 space. This required volume can be 15 
reduced by using other liquids such as glucose solution with a density of 1540 kg/m3, resulting in 35% saving in 16 
the required space. However, it should be noted that use of high density liquid could lead to lower control 17 
performances. Another option to increase the effectiveness of TLCD is to increase the dimension of the cross 18 
section of columns, however it could lead to sloshing and also there are space limitations in offshore wind turbines. 19 
Alternatively, using multiple tuned liquid column dampers in nacelle and tower can be another practical solution. 20 
Here one single TLCD is assumed to be installed in the nacelle. The optimal tuning ratio is set as 1/ (1 )    21 
and other parameters are tabulated in Table 1. Horizontal length and length ratio are chosen based on practical 22 
considerations and space limitations in the nacelle (less than 6m). The optimal headloss is found by changing 23 
headloss values in an optimization loop and finding the minimal dynamic responses. 24 
 25 
  Table 1 TLCD parameters 26 
Mass ratio (  ) 2.5% Total length ( L ) 9.89m 
Frequency ratio (  ) 97.5% Horizontal length ( B ) 5.93m 
Length ratio ( ) 0.6 Headloss coefficient (  ) 30 
 27 
 28 
2.2 NREL 5MW Wind Turbine 29 
 30 
In this study, NREL 5 MW wind turbine was considered as it is widely used as the turbine for benchmark studies 31 
[42]. This turbine is supported by baseline monopile foundation developed in the second phase of Offshore Code 32 
Comparison (OC3) project [43] conducted by NREL. The total length of the monopile is 66 m, in which 10 m, 20 33 
m, and 36 m are above the mean sea level, in the water and under the seabed, respectively. The general 34 
configuration of the turbine is shown in Fig. 2. The total offshore wind turbine system is modeled by three-35 
dimensional Timoshenko beam theory. 36 
 37 
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 1 
Fig. 2. Schematic configuration of the offshore wind turbine  2 
 3 
The particulars of the offshore wind turbine can be found in Table 2. Table 3 tabulates the material properties of 4 
the steel used in the tower and monopile of the offshore wind turbine. The density of the steel in the tower is taken 5 
higher than that of the regular steel to take into account the weight of the paint, bolts, welds, and flanges which 6 
are not modeled directly [44]. 7 
 8 
  Table 2 Properties of NREL 5MW baseline turbine 9 
 10 
 11 
 12 
 13 
                          14 
 15 
 16 
 17 
 18 
  Table 3     Material Properties 19 
 20 
 21 
 22 
 23 
2.3 Soil-Pile Interaction 24 
 25 
 26 
The non-linear soil resistance-deflection relationship for sand layers can be defined as [45]: 27 
 28 
tanh
u
u
kH
P Ap y
Ap

 
 
 
                                                                                                                                (5) 29 
Turbine Rated power, Rotor Orientation 5MW, UpWind, 3 Blades 
 Control System Variable Speed, Collective Pitch 
Blade Rotor Diameter, Hub Height 126 m, 90 m 
 Cut-In, Rated, Cut-Out Wind Speed 3 m/s, 11.4 m/s, 25 m/s 
 Cut-In, Rated Rotor Speed 6.9 rpm, 12.1 rpm 
 Hub mass, Blade mass 56,780 kg, 17,740 kg 
Nacelle Nacelle Dimensions 18 m * 6 m *  6 m 
 Nacelle Mass 240,000 kg 
Tower Base diameter, base thickness 6.0 m, 27 mm 
 Top diameter, top thickness 3.87 m, 19 mm 
 Tower mass 347,460kg 
Component Density (kg/m^3) Young’s modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio 
Tower 8500 210 0.3 
Monopile 7850 210 0.3 
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where A  is a constant and equal to 0.9 for cyclic loading, y is the lateral deflection, and k  is the initial modulus 1 
of subgrade reaction which is determined from a function of the angle of internal friction,  , [45]. H is depth 2 
and up  is the ultimate lateral bearing capacity determined by the following equation: 3 






HDCp
H)DCHC(p
minp
3ud
21us
u


                                                                                                                          (6)  4 
where D  is the pile diameter,  is the effective soil weight, and 
1C , 2C , and 3C are coefficients determined from 5 
API standard [45, 46]. Soil layer properties are shown in Fig. 3a. The nonlinear resistance-deflection curves 6 
constructed based on the aforementioned method for different soil layers are illustrated in Fig. 3b. 7 
    8 
Fig. 3 (a) Soil layer properties (b) nonlinear resistance-deflection curves  9 
 10 
 11 
3 LOADING  12 
 13 
This section describes the formulation and properties of wind, wave, and seismic loadings applied to the model. 14 
3.1 Wind 15 
The wind speed acting on the system can be represented by a constant mean wind load v , and a turbulent wind 16 
component ˆ( )v t , ˆ( ) ( )v t v v t  . The mean velocity ( )v z is calculated using the logarithmic wind profile as: 17 
0
0
log( / )
( )
log( / )
ref
ref
z z
v z V
H z
                                                                                                                                                      (7) 18 
where 
ref
V is the mean velocity at the reference height 90
ref
H m , z is the vertical coordinate, and 0z is the 19 
roughness length.  20 
The Kaimal spectrum [47] is adopted in this study to calculate the turbulent wind velocity and can be expressed 21 
as  22 
2
5/3
4
( )
(1 6 / )
k
v
k
I L
S f
fL v


                                                                                                                                                         (8) 23 
where I is the wind turbulence intensity,  f  is the frequency (Hz), and kL  is the integral scale parameter.  24 
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For continuous structures modeled as a multi degrees of freedom system, the power spectrum of fluctuating drag 1 
force is represented by the following [48] 2 
2
,
1 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
k l
N N
f j D T v v k l j j
k l
S f C A S f v v k l  
 
                                                                                                         (9) 3 
where 
D
C is the drag coefficient;
T
A is the total surface area of the tower subjected to the wind,  is the air density, 4 
k  and l  are spatial nodes, kv and lv  are the mean wind velocities at the mentioned nodes, ( )j k and ( )j l  are 5 
the jth  mode shape at the nodes, and ( )
k l
v v
S f is the cross power spectral density function of wind velocity 6 
between locations k and l which is defined as  7 
( ) ( , ; ) ( ) ( )
k l k k l l
v v v v v v
S f Coh k l f S f S f                                                                                                                 (10) 8 
in which  
k kv v
S and 
l lv v
S are the wind velocity auto spectra at points k  and l , respectively, as defined by Eq. (9), 9 
and ( , ; )Coh k l f  is the spatial coherence function from IEC [49] which is expressed as: 10 
2 20.12
( , : ) exp( ( ) ( ) )
hub c
fl L
Coh k l f a
v L
                                                                                                               (11) 11 
in which a is the coherence decrement, L is the distance between points k and l on the grid, 
c
L  is coherence scale 12 
parameter and hubv  is the mean wind speed at the hub. In the present study, the air density, the coherent decrement, 13 
the coherence scale parameters, the roughness length, and the drag coefficient are taken as 1200 kg/m3, 12, 340.2 14 
m, 0.005, and 1.2, respectively. In this study, a 3D wind velocity field with 961 points (31   31) which covers 15 
the rotors is generated based on Eqs. (9)-(11) using Turbsim code [50]. Next, the generated wind velocity field is 16 
used in NREL simulation tool [42] to simulate the time history of wind loading applied to the system. Finally, the 17 
generated wind loading time history is used in the developed code to consider aerodynamic loading.  18 
 19 
3.2 Sea Wave Load 20 
 21 
Wave excitation on cylindrical structural members of fixed platforms can be calculated using the Morison 22 
equation [51]. The transverse sea wave force acting on a strip of a length dz of a monopile can be expressed as 23 
[52] 24 
2
2 2
w
d m w
D
dF C D dz C dz
 
                                                                                                                      (12) 25 
where 
dC and mC are the drag and inertia coefficients, respectively ( 1.2dC   and 2mC   in the current study), 26 
D is the diameter of the member,   and   are horizontal acceleration and velocity of fluid particles induced by 27 
wave excitations, and w is water density (1025 
3/kg m ).  28 
To generate wave time histories, the spectrum developed through Joint North Sea Wave Observation Project 29 
(JONSWAP) project is used [53].  30 
2
2 2
( )
2 exp
24
5
5
( ) exp ( )
4
m
m
f f
fmfgS f
f f




 
 
  
 
  
 
                                                                                               (13) 31 
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in which   is the function of water surface elevation,   is the peak enhancement factor (3.3 for the north sea), g1 
is the acceleration of gravity, and f is the wave frequency (Hz). The constants in this equation can be defined as 2 
 
0.22
2
10
0.076 /U Fg                                                                                                                                                                              (14) 3 
2 1/3
10
11( / ) /
m
f v F g                                                                                                                                       (15) 4 
and 5 
0.07
0.09
m
m
f f
f f







                                                                                                                                                (16) 6 
where 10U is the mean wind velocity at 10 m from the sea surface, and F is the fetch length in which the wind 7 
blows without any change of direction.  8 
Then total wave force acting on the structural members can be calculated as 9 
0
( ) ( )
d
f f
F t dF z dz                                                                                                                                           (17) 10 
where dF is the wave loading on the member mentioned in Eq. (12), and f is the shape function of the offshore 11 
structure subjected to wave loading, d is the depth of the water surface, and z  is the vertical direction.  12 
 13 
 14 
3.3 Seismic Excitation 15 
 16 
Time series of acceleration of strong ground motions recorded during past earthquake events are used to simulate 17 
seismic excitation. Two horizontal directions are selected to represent the behavior of earthquake events. In this 18 
study, sloshing of water surrounding the structure is ignored as it is believed to have insignificant effects. The 19 
seismic records are selected from PEER NGA Database [54] as it includes thousands of records with various 20 
mechanisms, soil types, intensities and durations. The details of the ground motion records used in this study are 21 
presented in the Appendix. The magnitudes of the events range from 6.5 to 7.5. The seismic loading is assumed 22 
to start at the instant of 100 sec.  23 
 24 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 25 
 26 
4.1. Model Verification 27 
 28 
In this section, the developed model in MATLAB is verified by performing natural frequency and dynamic 29 
analyses. To perform the natural frequency analysis, the stiffness of nonlinear soil pile interaction is linearized by 30 
obtaining initial stiffness of the p-y curves [55]. The resulting first and second natural frequencies are listed in 31 
Table 4 and compared with the results of the model constructed by commercial finite element software ANSYS 32 
and the results from the literature [38]. There is a good agreement between the results of natural frequency 33 
analyses. 34 
 35 
  Table 4 Frequency analysis results 36 
Mode Code ANSYS  Dong Hywan Kim et al [38] 
1st Fore-aft 0.235 0.234  0.234 
1st Side-to-side 0.235 0.234  0.233 
2st Fore-aft 1.426 1.426  1.406 
10 
 
2st Side-to-side 1.426 1.426  1.515 
 1 
 2 
Next, the results of the dynamic analysis for the offshore wind turbine subjected to Kobe ground motion is 3 
compared with the results obtained from the dynamic analysis performed in ANSYS. Fig. 4a shows the non-scaled 4 
time history of acceleration of Kobe earthquake starting from the instant of 100 s. Fig. 4b shows the time history 5 
of the top tower displacement simulated with the code written in MATLAB and the corresponding results obtained 6 
from ANSYS. The good agreement between two responses verifies the dynamic analysis solution used in the code. 7 
 8 
 9 
Fig. 4  (a) Time history of acceleration of seismic excitation (Kobe) (b) time history of fore-aft tower top displacement 10 
simulated with ANSYS and the developed code under Kobe earthquake 11 
 12 
 13 
4.2. Dynamic response of uncontrolled OWTs 14 
 15 
 16 
In this section, the responses of the uncontrolled offshore wind turbine structure under multi-hazard conditions 17 
are discussed to give a preliminary insight into the dynamic responses. Not to further complicate the problem, the 18 
structural control devices are not considered in this section. Two major excitation scenarios are considered. In the 19 
first scenario, LC1, the turbine is operating under wind and wave loadings at the rated wind speed and the seismic 20 
event occurs at the instant of 100 s. The rated wind speed is the minimum wind speed at the hub in which the 21 
turbine generates the maximum electricity and this wind speed is selected as the most probable operational wind 22 
speed according to the probability distribution. In the second scenario, the parked turbine is subjected to higher 23 
wind and wave loadings in conjunction with the impact of earthquake excitation which comes in at the instant of 24 
100 s. The detailed environmental parameters are listed in Table 5. The damping ratios used in this study are taken 25 
as 5% and 1% of critical damping for the operational and parked conditions, respectively, as used in the previous 26 
studies [32, 56, 57]. 27 
 28 
Table 5 Loading condition information 29 
 Wind loading  Wave loading   
 Wind speed at the hub height (m/s) Turbulence intensity (%)  Wave period 
(sec) 
Significant wave 
height (m) 
Damping  
LC1 11.4 14.5 9.5 5.0 1%  
LC2 40.0 11.7 11.5 7.0 5%  
  30 
Fig. 5 shows the sea elevation time history for the two cases. Fig. 6 illustrates time history of the resultant wave 31 
loading acting on the monopile at the mean water level for two load cases. The maximum wave loading for the 32 
operational condition with 5 m significant wave height is 2300 kN. The corresponding value for the parked 33 
condition is 3900 kN when the significant wave height is 7 m, resulting in 69% increase in wave loading due to 34 
40% increase in significant wave height. It is assumed that wind and wave loading apply in the same direction. 35 
Fig. 7 shows the simulated wind forces for operational and parked conditions. It should be noted that even though 36 
values of wind loading are smaller than total wave loading, they have more impact on the dynamic responses as 37 
wind loading applies at higher height resulting in much larger moment values. Comparing Fig. 7a with Fig. 7b, it 38 
is clear that in the operational condition wind loading comprises a considerable mean constant value (around 650 39 
kN in this simulation) and a turbulent component. This large mean constant force is due to the fact that the blades 40 
are faced toward the wind inflow at which most of the wind loading is facing the blades. On the other hand, in the 41 
parked condition shown in Fig. 7b, the mean component is around zero because in the parked condition the blades 42 
are pitched in a way that they are subjected to the minimum wind loading resulting in a mean value close to zero.  43 
 44 
11 
 
 1 
Fig. 5 Sea elevation time history (a) operational (b) parked  2 
 3 
Fig. 6 Time history of total wave loading on the monopile (a) operational (b) parked  4 
 5 
Fig. 7 Time history of total wind loading on the top of the tower (a) operational (b) parked  6 
 7 
In order to give a preliminary insight into the impact of seismic loading on the dynamic responses, the responses 8 
of the system under only one seismic record are presented in the figures for the sake of brevity. Fig. 8 compares 9 
the responses of the structure under wave-wind loadings and wave-wind-seismic loadings without any structural 10 
control devices. At the first glance, it is clear that fore-aft displacement fluctuates around a high mean value of 11 
0.5 m in the operational condition. However, this corresponding response for parked conditions has a very low 12 
mean value. This is again due to the fact that in operational conditions blades are positioned in a way to absorb 13 
the maximum of wind loading. It is worth mentioning that the maximum of deflection occurs at the instant of 118 14 
s, 18 seconds after the earthquake motion starts. Furthermore, the maximum fore-aft displacement increases from 15 
around 0.76 m to 0.93 m, resulting in 22% increase, when the earthquake excitation exists. This increase is more 16 
pronounced for the parked condition as the maximum of deflection increases from 0.1 m to 0.34 m, resulting in 17 
250% change. This jump in the fore-aft deflection affects the serviceability of the whole system since the devices 18 
such as inverters, transformers, and electrical generators are highly sensitive to excessive vibrations especially 19 
those caused by large accelerations. Therefore, implementation of a structural control device to mitigate this 20 
additional acceleration is necessary and assessed in the next sections.   21 
 22 
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 1 
Fig. 8 Tower top fore-aft displacement time history (a) operational (b) parked  2 
 3 
Fig.9 and Fig.10 show time history of base shear and base moment, respectively. The peak values occur at the 4 
instant of 105 sec. Comparing this with the corresponding peak values of deflection in Fig 8, it is clear that the 5 
pile experiences the maximum responses 13 seconds before the top of the tower. This is due to the high slenderness 6 
of the system. Comparing the base shear time histories for two loading conditions (Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b), the 7 
maximum values appear at the instant of 105 sec and the values are almost identical. This shows that these 8 
maximum values are highly affected by seismic excitation. However, the corresponding peak values for base 9 
moments (Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b) are not identical. For instance, the base moment at the instant of 105 sec is 99780 10 
kNm for operational condition, whereas the corresponding value for the parked condition is 54660 kNm.  11 
 12 
 13 
Fig. 9 Fore-aft base shear time history (a) operational (b) parked  14 
 15 
 16 
Fig. 10 Base moment time history (a) operational (b) parked  17 
 18 
Fig. 11 shows the power spectral density (PSD) of tower top displacement for the operational and parked 19 
conditions.  For the operational condition (Fig. 11a), the first peak appears close to zero due to energy spectrum 20 
from wind loading, and the second peak occurs at the frequency of 0.24 Hz which corresponds to the first natural 21 
frequency of the system. For the parked condition (Fig. 11b), there is a peak at the frequency of 0.24 Hz 22 
corresponding to the first natural frequency. In this figure, it is clear that the energy spectrum of wind with the 23 
13 
 
frequencies lower than 0.1 Hz  is much lower compared to the operational condition because in the parked 1 
condition the system is absorbing a small portion of wind loading as a result of pitching mechanism in the blades. 2 
Comparing the PSD plots with and without seismic loading, an increase in PSD especially for the frequencies 3 
close to the natural frequency of the system is observed due to earthquake motions. This increase in the peak 4 
values of PSD is more pronounced for the parked condition due to the fact that there is a lower total damping in 5 
the parked condition because of the lack of aerodynamic damping. Furthermore, the figure shows that earthquake 6 
energy lays in the broader frequency range.  7 
 8 
 9 
Fig. 11 PSD of the fore-aft top tower displacement (a) operational (b) parked  10 
 11 
4.3. Dynamic response of OWTs with TLCDs 12 
 13 
To mitigate the vibrations of offshore wind turbines subjected to environmental and seismic loadings, the baseline 14 
optimal TLCD as defined in Table 1 is used.  Fig. 12 compares the responses of the structure under wave-wind-15 
seismic loadings with and without the optimal TLCD. For two loading conditions, it is obvious that the TLCD 16 
reduces the amplitudes of vibration and this reduction is more pronounced after the instant of 100 sec when the 17 
earthquake occurs. For the operational condition (Fig. 12a), the peak value decreases by 13% from 0.93 m to 0.81 18 
m due to the extra damping caused by the TLCD. For the parked condition, the peak is halved from 0.34 m to 0.17 19 
m, resulting in 50% decrease.  20 
 21 
Fig. 12 Time history of tower top fore-aft displacement (a) operational (b) parked  22 
Fig. 13 shows time histories of base shear forces. The figure shows that the TLCD is more efficient in mitigating 23 
the vibrations of seismic loading after the instant of 115 sec. This means that the TLCD is not able to work 24 
effectively in the first few seconds of the earthquake motions as it needs more time to adjust and respond to the 25 
seismic vibrations. For the vibrations before the instant of 115 sec, the controlled and uncontrolled systems have 26 
nearly similar base shear values. Fig. 14 compares the base moment time histories for the controlled and 27 
uncontrolled systems for two loading conditions. The similar trend for the base moment can be seen. The 28 
controlled system experiences 13% and 43% reduction in the peak values of the base moment for the operational 29 
and the parked condition, respectively.   30 
14 
 
 1 
Fig. 13 Fore-aft base shear time history (a) operational (b) parked  2 
 3 
Fig. 14 Base moment time history (a) operational (b) parked  4 
 5 
Fig. 15 shows the power spectral density (PSD) of tower top displacement for the controlled and uncontrolled 6 
system. For both loading conditions, the PSD values in the range close to the natural frequency of the system are 7 
reduced as the optimal structural control device is tuned to the natural frequency of the system. It is clear that the 8 
reduction in the peak of PSD is more significant for the parked condition. 9 
 10 
Fig. 15 PSD of fore-aft displacement for controlled and uncontrolled systems (a) operational (b) parked  11 
 12 
To investigate the effectiveness of the structural control systems on the excessive vibration of offshore wind 13 
turbines, the standard deviation of fore-aft displacement is tracked since the standard deviation of dynamic 14 
responses is a better representation for the fluctuation level of vibration. The standard deviation is compared to 15 
the uncontrolled wind turbine. To quantify this, the reduction coefficient of standard deviation is used as follows: 16 
 17 
Uncontrolled Controlled
Uncontrolled
R
 


                                                                                                                                   (18) 18 
where Uncontrolled and Controlled are the standard deviation of fore-aft displacement of the top tower without and 19 
with TLCDs, respectively.  20 
15 
 
To scrutinize the performance of the optimal structural control device for mitigating the structural responses under 1 
earthquake excitations, the dynamic response of offshore wind turbine is simulated under wave and wind loading 2 
in conjunction with earthquake ground motions with the peak ground acceleration ranging from 0.05g to 0.95g. 3 
The earthquake accelerations are scaled based on predefined peak ground acceleration (PGA) range and an optimal 4 
TLCD with the chosen mass ratio of 0.025 and the reduction coefficient of standard deviation is calculated and 5 
plotted in Fig. 16a and Fig. 16b for operational and parked conditions, respectively. As can be seen in the figures, 6 
the reduction coefficients for most earthquake records decrease when the peak ground acceleration of the 7 
earthquakes increases. This means that the effectiveness of tuned liquid column dampers for mitigating vibration 8 
of offshore wind turbine systems is higher for low-intensity earthquake records. This is expected as tuned liquid 9 
column dampers are more efficient for low amplitude vibrations [19, 58]. For operational conditions, the reduction 10 
coefficient for two of earthquake records becomes even negative for peak ground accelerations larger than 0.3g 11 
due to the existence of very large vibration amplitudes resulting in the inability of the dampers to perform. It 12 
should be noted that the probability of occurrence of earthquakes with low peak ground accelerations is higher 13 
than that of high-intensity earthquakes. The average of reduction coefficient for all records for operational and 14 
parked conditions are shown in Fig.16a and Fig.16b, respectively. The reduction coefficient varies between 12-15 
20% for the operational condition for PGA ranging from 0.05g to 0.95g. However, corresponding value for the 16 
parked condition is much higher, varying between 23-39%. This trend can be justified since total damping of the 17 
system for the parked condition is lower due to the absence of aerodynamic damping and the TLCD compensates 18 
for it.  19 
 20 
Fig. 16 Reduction coefficient of the standard deviation of dynamic responses under multi-hazard conditions with different 21 
PGAs (a) operational (b) parked  22 
 23 
4.4. Fragility Analysis 24 
 25 
The reliability improvements of TLCD-mounted wind turbines excited by environmental loading (wave and wind) 26 
in conjunction with earthquake ground motions are assessed by developing fragility curves. Excessive vibrations 27 
of wind turbines under multi-hazard damage the vibration-sensitive equipment inside the nacelle and reduce 28 
serviceability of the system resulting in inhibition of energy conversion [59]. Therefore, implementing structural 29 
control devices in the design of offshore wind turbines can improve the reliability of the mentioned equipment. 30 
The reliability improvements of the vibration controllers can be estimated by performing fragility analysis of the 31 
components [60]. In this study, a fragility analysis is performed based on the acceleration-based capacity limit 32 
state. In structural risk assessment, fragility functions are defined to estimate the probability of the event in which 33 
the demand (D) reaches or exceeds a certain capacity limit (C) for a given intensity measure (IM) of seismic 34 
excitations.  35 
[ 0 ]Fragility P C D IM                                                                                                                                    (19) 36 
The fragility function in Eq. (19) is assumed as a lognormal cumulative distribution function defined in the 37 
following formulation [58, 61]: 38 
16 
 
ln( / )
[ ]
x
P C IM x


  
 
 
 
                                                                                                                            (20) 1 
where [ ]P C IM x  is the probability that the demand of the structure exceeds the capacity under the excitation 2 
of a ground motion with IM x  , ( )  is the standard normal cumulative distribution function,   is the median 3 
values of the fragility function which can be defined as the IM level with 50% probability of failure, and  is the 4 
dispersion of IM (the standard deviation of IM). Generating fragility function curves based on the above formula 5 
requires estimating   and   from the nonlinear structural analysis. Here we refer the estimation of these 6 
parameters as ˆ  and ˆ . 7 
There are various procedures for estimating fragility function parameters based on the nonlinear dynamic analysis. 8 
The most common method is incremental dynamic analysis (IDA), in which ground motions are increased 9 
incrementally to find the IM level at which the demand surpasses the capacity of the structure [62]. Truncated 10 
incremental dynamic analysis is the second method which is the modified version of IDA method in which the 11 
lower number of samples are required [39]. Multiple stripes analysis (MSA) is another method, where a specified 12 
selection of IM levels for a group of ground motions are used and structural analyses are performed for each IM 13 
level to estimate failure probability. Multiple stripes analysis is chosen for this study as the most appropriate 14 
methodology since other methods require scaling ground motions up to very high values in order to find the IM 15 
level at which the criteria of failure is met and these IM levels are not practical and may lead to large nonlinearities 16 
and instabilities due to high slenderness of offshore wind turbine foundations. The second reason for choosing the 17 
MSA method is that it is less computationally expensive. 18 
Fig. 17 illustrates the flowchart of the methodology used in this research. In this method, nonlinear structural 19 
analyses are performed at a discrete selection of IM levels for a sample of ground motions. It should be noted that 20 
in this study the demand is chosen as the nacelle’s accelerations since it is a measure of serviceability of the 21 
sensitive mechanical and electrical components inside the nacelle. The capacity in this study is the acceleration 22 
threshold at which the equipment inside the nacelle faces damages or misfunction. Here three acceleration 23 
thresholds of 7.5 m/s2, 12.5 m/s2, and 17.5 m/s2 corresponding to acceleration thresholds in which functionality 24 
of generators, inverters, and electrical controls can be affected, respectively [59]. 25 
17 
 
 1 
Fig. 17 Fragility analysis based on MSA method 2 
We can find the fraction of the ground motions at each intensity level IM at which the demand (accelerations) 3 
exceeds the capacity (acceleration threshold). The recorded data for the uncontrolled offshore wind turbine is 4 
shown in Fig. 18 for three limit states. The probability of failure corresponding to each limit state at a given IM 5 
level can be calculated as the fraction of the records at which the peak acceleration of the nacelle exceeds the limit 6 
state. It can be seen that the number of failures increases with increasing IM levels. Then similar MSA analysis 7 
with the same loading for the system controlled with the optimal TLCD is performed and the results are shown in 8 
Fig. 19. It can be seen that the points in the figure are shifted to lower values and number of the failures are 9 
decreased. 10 
18 
 
 1 
Fig. 18 MSA analysis results for the uncontrolled offshore wind turbine (a) operational (b) parked  2 
 3 
Fig. 19 MSA analysis results for the controlled offshore wind turbine (a) operational (b) parked  4 
Using the results illustrated in Fig. (18-19), the fragility curves should be established. The method used in 5 
constructing fragility curves is Maximum Likelihood approach. If we assume that our observation of failure or 6 
no-failure for a given ground motion is independent of that of other ground motions, the probability of observing7 
jz  failures out of jn  ground motion records at the intensity level of  jIM x can be defined as binominal 8 
distribution as 9 
(  failures under  ground motions) (1 )j j j
j z n z
j j j j
j
n
P z n p p
z

 
 
 
 
                                                                    (21) 10 
in which 
j
p is the probability that a ground motion record with the intensity level of 
j
IM x causes the demand 11 
exceeds the capacity. The crucial part of the MSA method is to find a fragility function that predicts 
j
p  with the 12 
highest probability of the observed data obtained from the nonlinear structural analysis. This step is named as the 13 
19 
 
maximum likelihood approach in which the likelihood is defined as the product of binomial probabilities obtained 1 
from Eq. (21) at each intensity level as 2 
1
Likelihood= (1 )j j j
m
j
j j
z n z
j j
n
z
p p



 
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 
                                                                                                                    (22) 3 
where   denotes a product, and m is the number of intensity measure IM levels. By substituting Eq. (20) into 4 
the above equation, the likelihood function can be defined using fragility function parameters as  5 
1
ln( / ) ln( / )
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j j j
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Then the most accurate fragility function parameters can be calculated by maximizing the likelihood function in 7 
an optimization solver in MATLAB. Since it is easier to use the logarithm of the likelihood function in our solver, 8 
the final maximization equation can be defined as  9 
   
, 1
ln( / ) ln( / )
ˆ ˆ, arg max ln ln ln 1
m
j j j
j j j
j j
n x x
z n z
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 
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 
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The fragility function curves obtained from the estimated fragility parameters using Maximum Likelihood 11 
approach is plotted in Fig. 20 for only limit state 1 under the operational loadings for the sake of brevity. The 12 
fraction of analyses causing failure to a total number of analyses is plotted as well. The higher the value of 13 
Likelihood function calculated from Eq. (22), the closer the fragility curve to the points in Fig. 20.   14 
 15 
Fig. 20 Fragility curved obtained from the estimated fragility curve parameters based on Likelihood approach versus 16 
observed fractions of failures for operational loading for limit state 1 (a) uncontrolled (b) controlled  17 
 18 
Fig. 21 shows fragility curves for the controlled and uncontrolled offshore wind turbines for three limit states 19 
under the operational and parked conditions. The solid lines correspond to the uncontrolled system in which there 20 
is no vibration control system and the dot lines correspond to the fragility curves of the controlled system. At the 21 
first glance, it is apparent that the fragility values for the parked condition at a given intensity measure are much 22 
higher than the corresponding fragility values for operational condition and this difference is more pronounced in 23 
lower intensity measures. Since lower intensity measures are more probable to occur, the reliability of equipment 24 
inside the nacelle is much lower in the parked conditions at lower intensity measures. For instance, the fragility 25 
of the uncontrolled system at 0.5g intensity measure for the limit state 1 under the operational condition is 56%, 26 
whereas the corresponding fragility value for the parked condition is 90%, nearly 60% reduction in reliability. For 27 
20 
 
limit state 2, the fragility of the uncontrolled system under operational loading at 0.5g intensity measure is 11%, 1 
however, the corresponding value for the parked condition is 31%, nearly tripled. This highlights the importance 2 
of a structural control device especially for the parked condition in which the lack of aerodynamic damping causes 3 
larger excessive vibrations, consequently lower reliability.  4 
 5 
Fig. 21 Reduction in fragility using the optimal TLCD for three limit states (a) operational (b) parked  6 
 7 
Looking into the effect of the structural control device, it is clear that there is a shift to lower fragility values when 8 
the system is controlled with the optimal TLCD. For instance, the fragility of exceeding acceleration capacity of 9 
0.5g for the operational condition is reduced from 56% to 49%, representing 7% decrease in fragility values. This 10 
fragility reduction is approximately doubled for the parked condition in which fragility is reduced from 92% to 11 
80%, resulting in 12% reduction in fragility. Table 7 provides the fragility values and fragility reduction gained 12 
from the optimal TLCD for the predefined limit states under two loading conditions. The maximum fragility 13 
reduction obtained from the tuned liquid column damper for operational load case is 9%, however, the 14 
corresponding maximum fragility reduction for the parked condition is 15%. This is expected because total 15 
damping of the system for the parked condition is low due to the lack of aerodynamic damping and a structural 16 
control device can compensate for this low damping value and boost the reliability of the system. The inclusion 17 
of an optimal tuned liquid column damper in the system reduces the overall fragility of the equipment, resulting 18 
in an increase in reliability of the system. This increases the energy conversion by reducing the number of 19 
interruptions and emergency shutdowns and consequently decreasing the number of maintenances required after 20 
the emergency shutdowns.  21 
 22 
 23 
 24 
 25 
 26 
 27 
 28 
 29 
 30 
 31 
 32 
 33 
 34 
 35 
 36 
 37 
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 1 
Table 6 2 
Fragility values corresponding to three intensity measures for three limit states for wind turbines with and without TLCDs 3 
 4 
 5 
5. CONCLUSION 6 
 7 
In this paper, a numerical model of an offshore wind turbine controlled by optimal tuned mass liquid dampers 8 
(TLCDs) subjected to wind, wave, and earthquake excitations are established. The developed MATLAB code 9 
uses a nonlinear dynamic solution to consider the nonlinearities of TLCDs as well as soil-pile interaction. 10 
Numerical analyses are carried out for operational and non-operational loading in conjunction with seismic 11 
excitation to investigate the effectiveness of TLCD in reducing dynamic responses of multi-hazard conditions. 12 
The results show that the optimal TLCDs reduce the standard deviation of deflections of the top of tower up to 13 
49%. It is found that the TLCDs show a better performance in mitigating undesired vibrations caused by low-14 
intensity earthquakes rather than very high-intensity earthquakes.  15 
With regard to fragility analysis, three limit state thresholds corresponding to high, medium and low sensitive 16 
equipment are defined. Multiple stipes analysis approach is utilized to construct empirical cumulative distribution. 17 
Having used the Likelihood Maximization approach, the fragility function curves are obtained for the predefined 18 
limit states. The fragility values decrease with the inclusion of the tuned liquid column damper for all cases, 19 
resulting in a boost in the reliability of the system under multi-hazard conditions. However, this fragility reduction 20 
varies for different limit states and intensity measures. The maximum fragility reduction is observed for medium 21 
and high sensitive equipment up to 13%. The corresponding values for low sensitive equipment are lower. 22 
Furthermore, the results show that the fragility reduction offered by the tuned liquid column dampers is higher for 23 
low-intensity earthquakes. In addition, the corresponding values for the parked condition are larger due to the lack 24 
of aerodynamic damping in this condition. Therefore, an optimal TLCD is found to show a robust performance 25 
for the application of offshore wind turbines subjected to multi-hazard excitations especially in parked conditions 26 
and implementation of these devices can result in an increase of overall reliability of the system, especially under 27 
low-intensity earthquake motions. Consequently, it reduces downtime and maintenance needs resulting in higher 28 
rates of energy conversion. Future research efforts can be focused on assessment of reliability improvement 29 
offered by more optimized structural control devices including semi-active and active dampers.  30 
 31 
 32 
 33 
 34 
  Operational Condition (LC1) Parked Condition (LC2) 
  
Intensity Measures (
2
/m s ) 
Limit States Fragility  0.5IM g  0.75IM g  IM g  0.5IM g  0.75IM g  IM g  
Limit State 1 
(
2
7.5 /LS m s ) 
Uncontrolled
P  56% 91% 98% 93% 99% 100% 
Controlled
P  49% 88% 97% 80% 97% 99% 
reduction
P  7% 3% 1% 13% 2% 1% 
Limit State 2 
(
2
12.5 /LS m s ) 
Uncontrolled
P  11% 41% 69% 31% 74% 92% 
Controlled
P  7% 34% 63% 21% 61% 87% 
reduction
P  4% 7% 6% 10% 13% 5% 
Limit State 3 
(
2
17.5 /LS m s ) 
Uncontrolled
P  1% 13% 41% 9% 33% 58% 
Controlled
P  0% 9% 36% 4% 25% 53% 
reduction
P  1% 4% 5% 5% 8% 5% 
22 
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Appendix 1 
 Earthquake records 2 
ID Earthquake Magnitude Year Record Station Soil Type 
1 Kobe, Japan 6.9 1995 Kobe University B 
2 Northridge-01 6.69 1994 17645 D 
3 Northridge-Landers 7.28 1992 17645 Saticoy St D 
4 Northbridge-Narrows01 5.99 1987 17645 Saticoy St D 
5 Tabas, Iran 7.35 1978 Tabas C 
6 Manjil, Iran 7.37 1990 Abbar E 
7 Manjil, Iran 7.37 1990 Abhar D 
8 Manjil, Iran 7.37 1990 Qazvin C 
9 Manjil, Iran 7.37 1990 Rudsar D 
10 Erzican, Turkey 6.69 1992 Erzincan D 
11 Loma Prieta 6.93 1989 Apeel10 - Skyline D 
12 Loma Prieta 6.93 1989 Apeel 2 - Redwood City E 
13 Cape Mendocino 7.01 1992 Cape Mendocino B 
14 Cape Mendocino 7.01 1992 Eureka - Myrtle & West C 
15 Cape Mendocino 7.01 1992 Fortuna - Fortuna Blvd D 
16 Cape Mendocino 7.01 1992 Petrolia D 
17 Cape Mendocino 7.01 1992 Shelter Cove Airport D 
18 Landers 7.28 1992 Amboy C 
19 Landers 7.28 1992 Baker Fire Station D 
20 Landers 7.28 1992 Bell Gardens - Jaboneria D 
21 Imperial Valley-06 6.53 1979 Aeropuerto Mexicali" C 
22 Imperial Valley-06 6.53 1979 Agrarias D 
24 Imperial Valley-06 6.53 1979 Bonds Corner D 
24 Imperial Valley-06 6.53 1979 Brawley Airport C 
25 Imperial Valley-06 6.53 1979 Calexico Fire Station D 
26 Imperial Valley-06 6.53 1979 Calipatria Fire Station D 
27 Imperial Valley-06 6.53 1979 Cerro Prieto D 
28 Imperial Valley-06 6.53 1979 Chihuahua D 
29 Imperial Valley-06 6.53 1979 Coachella Canal #4 C 
30 Imperial Valley-06 6.53 1979 Compuertas C 
 3 
